The now established paradigm of System on Chip advances towards high-density many-core systems by employing Networks on Chip (NoCs) to connect a large number of processing elements. This brings many new challenges to embedded system design, but also opens up opportunities for new approaches that can leverage and exploit the many-core fabric in ways that traditional system architectures could not. This paper describes a new approach of adopting behavioural aspects of social insects as an inspiration towards autonomous, self-repairing systems. Each node in the NoC is considered as a member of a distributed colony and a simple adaptive controller is responsible for determining the behaviour of each node (member of the colony), relying only on a set of sensory inputs local to each node and small amounts of information shared between neighbours. Three adaptive routing schemes are presented that demonstrate how a sense-act-model applied at node level can lead to the emergence of novel routing behaviours that provide runtime self-optimisation of network load balancing without any prior analysis of the NoC topology. It is also discussed how these emergent behaviours of systems inspired by social insect colonies can be exploited to exhibit other novel autonomous and adaptive behaviours including fault tolerance and dynamic task allocation.
Introduction
The extremely high logic density of modern Very-LargeScale Integration platforms has lead to an adoption of ManyCore systems for embedded system design, relying on a Network on Chip (NoC) [1] [2] to interconnect the processing elements of the many-core array. Whilst the NoC shares many properties with conventional computer networking, the application to embedded systems means that the network should be designed to conform to typical embedded system constraints such as power efficiency, compact resource requirements and effective fault tolerance. Therefore an inclination to simpler networking capabilities is seen with NoCs when compared to conventional networking, a caveat of this is that performance suffers and so a trade-off between node router complexity and performance has to be made. An alternative is to perform offline analysis [3] [4] [5] and optimisation of the task and network model, however the resulting strategy is generally fixed and so does not support runtime dynamic reconfiguration of the system structure; a key requirement for supporting future manycore system design paradigms such as dynamic task allocation and autonomous online optimisation [6] .
Therefore we need a network that can self-organise and selfoptimise without the need for offline analysis. To support both good scalability and dynamic network topology reconfiguration, an ideal routing algorithm should therefore not rely on global knowledge of the network layout; indeed if many-core systems do scale into the hundreds and thousands of cores as suggested in [6] then any online analysis will be computationally infeasible within an embedded system. Therefore the network will have to take a decentralised approach to routing, whereby each node in the network is responsible for its own routing behaviour. An extremely simple example of this is the Round Robin algorithm [7] . By servicing each port in turn and only allowing each port to be serviced once in a round, round robin provides a decentralised and fair routing strategy that does not rely on any global coordination. Whilst the authors appreciate that round robin is a very simple case in a field full of more capable algorithms for specific applications, its simplicity means that not only is it suitable for implementation of a NoC in an embedded system but it also serves as a good baseline to compare the self-organising algorithms proposed in this paper to.
When researchers consider self-optimising systems, many have looked towards Nature for inspiration. Life has provided a host of examples of decentralised self-organising systems at all ranges of abstraction: from the chemical networks used for Gene Regulation, to the cellular growth and development in multicellular organisms, up to the social networks required for survival of insect (and other) colonies. However when these models are applied to engineering problems we often see significant overhead requirements due to the extra resources required to fit the engineering model to the biological metaphor. The UNITRONICS project for example [8] uses multi-cellular development as an inspiration for building fault tolerant systems but a simple 4x4 hardware multiplier required 40 cells, where each cell requires significant hardware resources to support all of the cell development model; an arguably large amount of unnecessary overhead for a simple circuit that makes scalability across a whole many-core system infeasible.
Therefore when considering inspiration from Nature, it is important to find good links between the metaphor and the target problem. For many-core networking we can break our problem down into a decentralised model with simple communication between neighbouring nodes, in addition to local knowledge at each node. To implement this on chip requires as efficient a model as possible, whilst bearing in mind that although Nature produces efficient solutions they are not guaranteed to be optimal! Considering this, we argue that Social Insects are a suitable inspiration for many-core networking as their communication structures fit the decentralised routing model well: simple communications between members result in self-organising behaviours emerging when observed globally at colony level; examples include nest building, self-replication and food scouting, gathering and dispersal. Their typical habitat has resulted in Nature to produce behaviours that are very food (i.e. energy) efficient, fitting the embedded system application case well; indeed successful use of social insect models in other problem areas have succeeded because of the efficient emergent high level behaviour (Ant Colony Optimisation applied to the Travelling Salesman Problem for example [9] [10]) This paper describes a series of simulations exploring the application of social insect inspired network routing schemes to a NoC. First each of the routing algorithms and the NoC are described in terms of the local sensory inputs available to each node. Section 4 then presents a statistical analysis of the performance of each routing scheme on two representative NoC applications. Finally the results presented here inform discussion in Section 6 on how the model will be elaborated to exhibit autonomous NoC topology optimisation, whilst also touching on aspects of a future hardware implementation. Despite fault tolerance not being an explicit focus of this investigation, the decentralised sense-threshold model provides the emergent adaptive behaviours required for a significant first step towards a fully autonomous fault tolerant system; as is also described in this section.
Intelligent Many-Core Routing
To investigate which behaviours of the social insects can be applied to hardware systems, biological observations of the social insects are considered. Those of particular interest include [11] wherein the authors argue that a honey bee can be described in terms of a behavioural repertoire of 59 distinct behaviour patterns and [12] which explores several models of agent task allocation and how this is determined at the single organism level to result in an emergent task allocation pattern at colony level. These distributed models have a clear analogy to the desired properties of many-core systems; each node in such a system could be modelled with a distinct behavioural repertoire depending on its function and then the repertoire of each node (or agent) is exploited at the local level to provide a scalable, distributed system with the desired emergent properties demonstrated by social insect colonies, i.e. scalability, adaptability to new environments and colony fault tolerance. This is explored by simulating social insect inspired routing algorithms on a many-core system with 36 nodes, as described in Section 3. Instead of the more traditional design-space analysis approach to Network-on-Chip routing, we considered several agent level behaviours that are implemented heterogeneously at each node in the many-core grid. Taking inspiration from [12] we used a simple threshold intelligence model at each node which takes data from sensors local to the node and performs a routing behaviour depending on the input to the sensors and the threshold function applied. In each investigation step different sensors are incorporated into the threshold model; with the aim to capture the following social insect inspired features within the manycore system: (a) Simple sense/act behaviour of insects (b) Efficient communication strategies between agents (c) Emergent overall behaviour of the colony This section describes the sensory capabilities investigated, with each capability striving to add more local information to each node with the ambition to improving the effectiveness of the emergent routing behaviour of the many-core system. All schemes aside from the first scheme (used as a benchmark case) employ a Response-Threshold intelligence strategy loosely based on the models presented in [12] and the final scheme (Neighbour Hunger Model) is also directly inspired from the food distribution behaviours of ant colonies. All the routing schemes operate on a 5-port router with cardinal inputs and an application node attached, as show in 
Round Robin Routing
To provide a suitable baseline to evaluate the proposed algorithms against, a decentralised routing algorithm that does not use any local node knowledge is required. Such a port servicing algorithm is the simple, but well used, Round Robin arbitrator [7] . In this routing scheme each port is checked in turn for data. If a port has data to route then a single packet is routed and then the next port in the router is checked for data. This continues serving ports in a circular fashion (in our case N,E,S,W,I and back to N), providing a fair and balanced routing scheme without utilising any of the sensory information available to the node.
FIFO Fill Threshold Model
The first investigation architecture looked at the possibility of balancing the network's overall load by balancing the traffic at each node. To achieve this each node was given knowledge of the fill levels of each of its North, East, South, West and Internal FIFO buffers. A simple threshold model then chooses the router port to service based on which node has the most traffic waiting in its buffers, i.e:
where fill(x) is the FIFO fill level of port x
Packet Priority Threshold Model
An important part of a providing Quality of Service (QoS) within a network is a notion of priority. This allows a subset of packets (possibly system control or feedback data) to have routing preference regardless of the order they are sent. Due to the use of FIFOs in our system it is not possible for such packets to overtake packets already in the buffer, but we can give preference to buffers that contain high priority packets. This could be seen as analogous to fear in organisms; the more high priority packets that are in a buffer, the more an intelligent node "wants" to service that port to remove the higher priority packets. To achieve this we add a sensor that detects how many high priority packets are within a FIFO and add this to the threshold model. Thus our selection algorithm becomes:
where λ is the "fear factor" controlling how much preference should be given to servicing high priority packets and HP x is the number of high priority packets in a buffer. fill(x) is the FIFO fill level of port x as with the first model.
Neighbour Hunger Model
The previous models have considered how sensory inputs can be used to decide which port to service, this model however considers the output port that a packet should be routed to. As introduced in Section 3, each node has an ordered preference list of output ports that it should route a packet to dependent on its task. This ensures that short paths are taken through the network, but it can also mean that certain nodes are put under lots of pressure in congested scenarios. Sometimes a longer path through the network will result in a more balanced traffic flow, potentially improving throughput over the entire network. To investigate this we have considered the food distribution networks of ant colonies [13] . The nature of task polyethism in the colony means that food must pass from returning foragers at the front of a nest all the way throughout the entire colony to keep, all members well fed. From a simplistic point of view this is achieved by individual members taking more food than required for themselves when offered and then sharing it with other members as they pass them in the nest. If the recipient already has a plentiful amount of food then she refuses the offer and the supplier tries other members until her food excess is removed. This self-organising, distributed methodology successfully balances food distribution across the colony; this investigation explores if can we use such a scheme to balance packet distributed across the NoC.
As a node's buffers fill up, their fill is accumulated and compared to a "hunger" threshold, the output of which is shared with each of a node's neighbours. When this threshold is passed then a node is no longer "hungry" and its neighbours will not send it it any more packets until it becomes "hungry" again. To achieve this the ordered preference list of output ports is used to select an increasingly less optimal output port should the neighbour on the optimal output port not be hungry, if all neighbours are not hungry then the router does not route any packets until one of them is.
Formally, for each node:
Output Port = first(y) where Hungry(y) = 'Yes'
where θ is the total FIFO fill level at which a node is no longer hungry and fill(x) is the FIFO fill level of port x as with the first model. y represents a list of the the node's N,S,E,W neighbours (which may not exist if a node is located on the edge)
Network on Chip Architecture
To evaluate the above routing schemes we need a many-core system to investigate with, which for this paper is a simulated 6x6 grid of interconnected nodes; the choice of a 6x6 NoC has been made with regards to the hardware system available for later experiments with a hardware platform (as introduced in Section 6). Each node is given a task that represents the operation that the Processing Element at the node carries out. Application graphs are simulated by generating packets from one task with other tasks as their destination. This task orientated routing scheme allows packets to be routed based on the task they must reach as opposed to a specific node performing the desired task. This allows more flexibility in the network as any node of the correct target task can accept the packet, as well as being more suited to a decentralised many-core system should other distributed behaviours such as dynamic task reallocation be explored in the future. Figure 1 illustrates the router design used for the investigations. Each router can route packets to and from their North, East, South and West neighbours (unless they are on the boundary of the grid), as well as routing packets internally to simulate acceptance of a packet by a node of the target task. The routers work in a blocking fashion: they can only route one packet at a time and are blocked for the duration of the routing operation. As a "store and forward" [14] routing style was used, input First In, First Out (FIFO) buffers on each port ensure that a packet can be routed to a router even if it is blocked. If a packet is accepted by a node then a "CPU time" emulates the time that a node is blocked whilst it carries out an operation, this is representative of our target hardware system introduced in Section 6. Each node is given a ordered preference list of destination ports it should route specific tasks to; for example if a packet destined for a Task 2 node arrives on the North port, then a router can check the destination list to see that it should route these packets West for the shortest path to the nearest Task 2 node. This ensures that efficient paths are taken through the network.
Experimental Results
This section presents the results of simulation of a manycore system exploiting each of the following routing schemes. Two application scenarios are considered to show the advantages and disadvantages of each scheme under different operating conditions. Each simulation records the time it takes each packet to traverse the network from the node it is generated at (the source node) and the node it is finally accepted at (the target node). The simulation is run for 10,000 timesteps, after which no more packets are generated and it continues running until all packets finally reach their task target node. The mean packet traversal time is then calculated for each task and recorded. Next the simulation is rerun 1000 times in total to permit a statistical outline of the performance across many variations in network node topology, capturing the mean performance as well the worst and best case outliers. This is repeated for the following routing schemes with each task scenario: (1) Round Robin, (2) 
FIFO Fill Threshold, (3) FIFO Fill Threshold with Packet Priority and (4) FIFO Fill Threshold with Packet Priority and Neighbour Hunger.

Application Scenarios
The application scenarios simulated aim to show the abilities of each routing scheme whilst capturing a sense of realism in their application. To help limit the number of parameters to consider when simulating many-core task traffic, three tasks were used in each scenario with their allocation to nodes in the network being entirely random resulting in vastly different network topologies for each run. Scenario 1 reflects the case where the tasks are distributed uniformly across the many-core array, each task has the same packet generation parameters and the same number of instance of each node; the only difference between tasks is that Task 3 sends out high priority packets. This is illustrated in Figure 2 . The numbers on the arrows represent the packet size and the small italic numbers within the circles the CPU time of a node. The fraction dictates the ratio of each node in the system. In Scenario 1 all tasks send packets with a rate of one every 60 timesteps Scenario 2 has been created to represent a computational bottleneck in the system that a many-core designer has mitigated by including many parallel instances of Task 2, as can be seen by the parameters given in Figure 3 . Task 1 generates data at a high rate and Task 2 must perform a computation on the data before it can issue its packet to Task 3. Task 3 generates small but high priority feedback packets to Task 1 at a slow but constant rate, this is to emulate dynamic quality feedback for say an image compressor or other system control data that might be expected to traverse the same network as other task data by relying on the QoS scheme of the network. Figure 4 shows the average packet traversal times for each task over 1000 runs of scenario 1. These results clearly show a congested network case from the high average packet traversal time, but this is required to test our routing schemes in situations where adaptive behaviours can thrive. It is clear from the plot that both the Round Robin and the FIFO Fill threshold schemes do not treat any task differently over another, the difference in extremities of the plot is due to particularly optimal/poor network topologies. The FIFO fill threshold scheme reduces the average delay because it always services busy buffers first, this is a source of long packet traversals in Round Robin as it will service other ports even if a new packet has only just arrived when it is a port's turn to be serviced; leading to potentially large queues at some node ports.
Scenario 1 Results
By extending the FIFO fill scheme with detection of high priority packets, we see a significant change in behaviour. Task 3 packets are treated differently to Task 1 and 2 resulting in a severe drop in the average packet traversal time for Task 3 packets, the extremities again due to unfavourable network topologies. This faster traversal of Task 3 packets is balanced by a drop in performance for Task 1 and 2 packets, the extra network capacity has to come from somewhere and these tasks suffer although this is acceptable when providing QoS to the network.
The final scheme illustrates the power of inter-node communication. Both the spread and average are better than the High Priority case and the lower extremities suggest that bottlenecks induced by the network topology are mitigated by the adaptive routing permitted by the Hunger scheme. The high priority scheme is integrated within this scheme but does not suffer because of it, indeed it even reduces both the worst case and spread without sacrificing the best case performance.
Scenario 2 Results
Despite the application profile for Scenario 2 being notably different to the application profile of Scenario 1, we would ideally expect a comparable improvement despite the difference in application profiles. As can be seen in Figure 5 , a similar improvement does exist between the schemes. Round Robin performs extremely varied depending on the network topologies, as characterised by the high extremities. This is also shown in the distribution of Task 3 average traversal values which shows a very large range.
Indeed a limitation of all of the schemes aside from the Hunger routing is that no Task 1 node can take advantage of the parallel nature of Task 2 and so all packets are sent to the (albeit) nearest router of a Task 2 node instead of being distributed amongst several Task 2 nodes. This results in the Hunger scheme showing not only the smallest average packet traversal time but also the smallest range and much smaller worst and best case extremities.
Discussion
The results of investigations presented have shown that the Social Insects provide effective inspiration for self-optimisation of Network on Chip routing in a fully decentralised fashion. Simulation of two different application scenarios yielded a very similar emergent behavioural pattern, suggesting that this approach can be applied to a wide range of applications without requiring any NoC topology pre-analysis or constraints. It is anticipated that these routing models will enable adaptive routing schemes to be used towards development of a truly flexible many-core usage model, whereby tasks can be added dynamically into the many-core system and the self-optimisation will allow the system to maintain a homoeostasis through online adaptation. It will, however, be important to re-evaluate these investigations with different NoC models in either software or hardware implementations, as subtle differences between models will add or remove capabilities that the network can exploit. In this model, for example, the sizes of the FIFO buffers of each node are not fixed, whereas in a real system these buffers will have a maximum capacity which will possibly change the network dynamics as congestion could have a knock-on effect to other routers in the network. Whilst this type of behaviour may be predicted for the simple routing behaviours presented in this paper, with more complex behaviours implemented within each node the characterisation of such behaviours would require significant analysis, which is exactly what this investigation is aiming to abolish.
Conclusions and Further Work
Intelligent routing was the main focus of this investigation, however the results suggest and the metaphor adopted ensures that by simply including additional sensory inputs it would be possible to enhance the behaviour of each agent. The local "sense-think-act" model for each agent has been demonstrated to be very powerful when viewed as an emergent behaviour at the system level. Therefore we shall look at how we can extend this model by taking other influences from applicable behaviours from the social insects. Indeed the polytheistic nature of the social insects is an obvious starting point for experimenting with dynamic task allocation and swapping. The outliers in the simulations have shown how important the NoC topology is to routing effectively and therefore is the next extension to the many-core self optimisation. With the right sensory inputs (for example ring oscillators, FIFO fill monitors), there is scope for extending the same intelligent task allocation in such a way to also offer fault prediction and tolerance. This would allow a many-core system to autonomously optimise core task allo- cation whilst taking the temperature or degradation state of the device into account at runtime, as opposed to the complex analysis and simulation that is currently used to solve these issues. However the ultimate proof of the effectiveness of an intelligent system when applied to the embedded systems field is to implement these models in a hardware system, this is the only way to fully close the reality gap. We plan to implement the 6x6 NoC into the RISA Many-Core Array. RISA [15] is a FPGA and co-processor specifically designed for bio-inspired systems research. A 36-node array of RISA integrated circuits is currently under development to emulate the behaviour of the NoC, this will also allow experimentation of custom sensory hardware at each node that would not be possible with a commercial FPGA. This platform will also allow different intelligence models (hardware friendly neural networks for example) to be experimented with and evaluated in hardware for their intelligence possibilities offset against their resource requirements.
